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signature look
THE LONG LASHES, EXCEPTIONAL ARCHES AND BIG, 

BEAUTIFUL EYES OF ’60s SUPERMODEL JEAN SHRIMPTON.

One of the world’s 
fi rst supermodels 
and a contemporary of Twiggy, 
Jean Shrimpton epitomized 
swinging London in the ’60s and 
was known for her large doe eyes, 
luscious lashes and beautifully 
arched brows. “The Shrimp,” as she 
was often called, graced the covers 
of countless magazine covers, from 
Elle to Glamour to Vogue. But her 
makeup secrets—including how 
she achieved those alluring eyes—
were documented in, of all places, 
Florida’s Sarasota Herald Tribune 
in 1967. “Eyes are important, and I 
like them to look sooty and muted 
with no hard lines,” she wrote. “I 
blend brown cake eyeliner into 
two blue eye shadows, using the 
[bluer] blend close to the lashes 
to highlight the eye color and 
then the other, which has more 
brown than blue, above it. The 
whole effect must be soft and 
well blended.”

As for those lashes? Her tutorial 
offered tips on those, too. “I fi nd 
ready-made false eyelashes 
too hard, so I buy two pairs,” 
Shrimpton revealed. “I trim one 
pair short, then divide the other 
pair into sections. I glue the 
trimmed pair into place and stick 
bits of the other pair over them, 
particularly at the outer edges of 
the eyes to make them look full 
and natural. Then I mascara them 
lightly to blend.” Shrimpton left the 
modeling life behind long ago (she 
has owned and run the boutique 
Abbey Hotel in Cornwall, England, 
for over 30 years), but in many 
ways it’s clear that her beauty—not 
to mention her beauty secrets—
remains as cover-worthy as ever.
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LOOKING BACK

groovy,
baby!

DISCOVER THE EYE MAKEUP SECRETS OF SWINGING 
SUPERMODEL JEAN SHRIMPTON, AS DOCUMENTED IN A 

NEWSPAPER STORY PRINTED IN 1967.
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